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Key takeaways:  

 
1. Government policy towards startups (matching funds, tax regime on cap 

gains or invested funds) and friendliness (incentives, ease of doing 
business, R&D grants/commercialization aid) has a large impact on the 
quality of the angel investing eco-system.   
 

2. NZ’s ecosystem (deal flow, dynamism, metrics and methods) scores very 
high for the Asia Pacific region and is regarded as a standard to learn from.  
Singapore is rather advanced as well. China, Korea are on a promising path, 
while the rest of the countries are laggards with sporadic if any govt 
support. NZ has a large Angel community compared to others. BANSEA in 
Singapore c. 86 members. 
 

3. ABAF is striving for balanced partnerships and enhanced communication 
amongst its members so the quality of linkage between deal flows, funding 
and access to marketplaces is improved.  The yearly events are key 
networking opportunities for this.  
 

4. Government incentives focused on early stage companies due to larger 
ones not seen as being innovative, a lack of entrepreneurship (Government 
jobs seen as safe especially for marriage credentials). 
 



5. Valuations creeping up to USD $2.0m across the region even if raise USD 
$0.3-0.5m as people chase return in a low inflation world 
 

6. Angel deal leaders in many jurisdictions are rewarded with Equity 
 

7. Inward investment funds prominent e.g. David Chen investing in foreign 
firms to then bring them into China.  
 

8. Jordan Green at the University of Melbourne working to change the culture 
there to ask business what are their problems in the first instance to then 
allow the University to solve industry issues through research capability.  
 

9. Korea is working hard to link with international partners. Incentives 
available for VC companies. 
 

10. General appetite to do cross border deals with participants welcoming 
contact from each other with their opportunities.  
 

Read - we have the invitation to reach out and engage ABAF members. 

 

 

 



 

Conference Notes  
 
Participation 

 
~ 150 participants, of which 58 foreigners from 13 countries (30 from The 
Philippines). Other than Korea approx. same number of delegates representing 
EU, India, Sri Lanka, Malaysia Singapore, Hong Kong, China, Japan, Indonesia, 
Australia and our 3 from New Zealand. 
 
 

Opening Address 

 
Chairman Young-ha Go opened the conference with a thoughtful address. Key 
points: 
 

o Korean economy has been sluggish and needs a turn around 
o Innovation is needed 
o Big corporates cannot innovate fast enough 
o Startups can do it, but they need funding engine 
� Thus the relevance of the angel investing who enable the startups to 
grow and execute on their ideas  
 

 

Lecture 

 
Mannie Lu for China offered a lecture on China’s ecosystem and dynamics for their 
angel investing industry. Snapshots of slides in which she described several 
Networks and angel groups have been attached. Mannie also made several 
references to her first book ‘Angels without Borders’ that captures angel investing 
policies from 26 countries. A second book is in the making, where case studies 
from most countries are to be collected and discussed.  
 
Mannie offered some stats in VC investing in China and abroad and considered 
them as proxy for the angel investments that are not as easily tracked and 
monitored. 
 
Official statistics of Angel investing grew in China from US $169M in 2013 to US 
$2,075M in 2015.  
 
Major Super-Angel funds include ShunWei (founder by Xiaomi’s founder and CEO 
Lei Jun with US $1,750M FUM) and Zhen Fund Bob Xu, Victor Wang and Sequoia 
Capital. 150 investments.  
 
These Super-Angels have a large number of followers and act as catalysts. 
 
Beijing is the major center for all angel activities, given the govt involvement.  
 
  



Panel I - Country Profiles and Comments on Exits and VC syndication 

 
Korea (Ryu Junghee)  
 

o Witnessing a second startup boom led by successful entrepreneurs 
turning angels (as opposed to the first one, led by IT conglomerates)  

o Govt initiating programs that offer matching funding and qualification 
for professional angels (those who invested 100K$+), as well grants for 
research programs 

 
Australia (Jordan Green) 
 

o 12th largest economy, with 3.1% growth yoy 
o Not much govt support for the sector  
o ~ 15 member led angel networks  

 
Hong Kong (Samson Tam) 
 

o universities are magnets for grants and  
o govt helps by improving the ecosystem’s communication between 

parties 
o TransPac/CyberPort platforms  
o Focus: Supply Chain, IT, IoT, Robotics 
o Most angels invest across borders / esp. Southern China  
o HKG is seen as independent (especially when compared w China) with 

‘big data’ not being censured 
o Favorable geographical position  

 
Singapore (Dr. Mark Hon)  
 

o 5.5M people / domestic economy too small / global from day 1 
imperatives 

o 3 government ministries investing into startups  
o Angel investing – established 15 yrs ago 
o 34 exits with a combined value of 500M$ so far  
o grants for (foreign/) startups based in SIN,  encouraging global 

expansion 
o The bridge to SE Asia 
o Focus: Fintech  
o Singaporean government focus on expense matching for international 

expansion – pay 70% of expenses 
 
India (Padjama Ruparel)  
 

o Angel investing established 10 yrs ago (even though religion was not 
part of it!)  

o Returnees and successful entrepreneurs seed the space 
o 2000 investors max in the space (very small for the population)  
o India had 9 unicorns so far = 36B$ combined valuation (ex Infosys)  



o Corporate Venturing/Family Offices – funding sources 
o 2015 � 337 deals done / 2016 � 552 expected deals  
o Mumbai – largest center of activity  
o 800 startups registered daily (!) – fastest growing startup space 
o average valuation, is over 2M$ 
o 5 regional angel groups, connected by India Angel Network (IAN) 
o 20B available in Series A and B 
o gap between angel funding and VC qualification criteria  
o Startup India Initiative (1B$ enabler) established by Indian Govt to 

bridge the gap (15% matching criteria) 
 
Sri Lanka (Dumith Fernando) 
 

o 20M population / 85B $economy/6-7 years of peaceful existence  
o focus has been on rebuilding the infrastructure so far  
o govt not yet seriously focused on funding or pushing startup ecosystem  
o LANKAN trying to fill the gap (4th yr in existence) 
o 20 companies invested in so far (150-300K range) 
o blurred line between VCs and AIs yet (no VC industry per se)  
o Returnees help generate new thinking and bring good processes back  
o Syndication with Indian angel groups and  VCs 
o Country has favorable FTA with key regions 

 
Europe (Brigitte Bauman) 
 

o Go Beyond Early stage investing, Detailed report on investor success 
 

o Go Beyond Investing’s community now includes 339 early stage 
investors. 92% have invested at least once and 58% have 
already invested multiple times. Members come from 30 
countries across 5 continents, with the majority in Europe. 47% 
are women. Members interact virtually and meet in various 
locations throughout Europe and the US. 
 

o Go Beyond Investing’s community have made investments in 48 
companies from 12 countries through 108 investment rounds. 
These innovative startups come from a wide variety of sectors. 
 

o Go Beyond Investing’s community have portfolio returns and 
liquidity: CHF 13.8m has been invested returning CHF 13.6m 
cash, before fees, to investors as of December 2015. Of the 48 
companies invested, 8 have exited (either positively or 
negatively) and 40 are still active. Each GBI investor makes his 
or her own investment decisions. 80% of members who made at 
least one investment have a break even or positive return. 37% 
have annualized returns >= 20%. Investors with 5 or more 
investments have an average portfolio annualized return of 
15%. 

 



General Comments from Panel 1 discussion 
 

o Seems that there is some consistency with an average Angel deal round 
of approximately $300 - 500k on a pre money of historically around 
$1.4m (but now growing towards $2.0M)  
 

o Where cross border deals have worked is mainly where FTA’s exist and 
the smaller island nations are trying to get into larger markets 

 
o Some discussion about how the wealthier family funds work with the 

Angels to make investments 
 

o There are large scale social issues through Asia where the parental 
pressure is to go to University and then get a good job with the 
Government or major corporate (such as LG, Samsung etc) 

 
o Being an entrepreneur is deemed someone who could not get the above 

– so they have an issue of having to break a stereotype.  Korean 
government trying to help that with their massive investment into the 
Angel scene (up to $850k matching on $100k Angel investment) 

 
o There was a serious discussion about having corporate investors within 

Angel groups.  Where these existed they were treated with skepticism 
by the entrepreneurs as they feared for having their ideas stolen by the 
corporate.  Angels in India found them helpful as they often opened 
doors with contacts for selling. 

 
Interesting question from Chairman Young-ha Go:  

 
o Korea has 550K graduates every year and 300K of them lined up for 

more exams post graduation in a hope to secure a government job. Is 
this the situation in other countries too?  
 

o A number of countries reps concurred to the above approach, - except 
� Australia where Jordan Green revealed that the average 

of the entrepreneurs/founder is 40 years old.  
� In China govt jobs are no longer attractive due to 

tightened rules of corruption.   
� In India the role models are now the successful 

entrepreneurs and they become the inspiration.   
� Sri Lanka: ‘Of course is it better to apply for an arranged 

marriage while holding a steady govt job and guaranteed 
pension as a man, rather than being an entrepreneur’.   

 
 

 

  



Panel II: Angel Investment and Exit Strategy and Angel Investment and VC 

Cooperation Model 

 

• A lot of previously covered ground from other conferences: 
 

o Need to be in at least 10-12 deals 
o Keep 50% of your money for follow-on rounds to avoid dilution 
o Deal leaders get a % of capital (this was interesting) 

 

• Discussion on how Angel Networks add value and the fact that they had to 
as a competitive advantage, key points were: 
 

o Active participation on boards 
o Having a network that can be truly tapped into for skills and 

knowing what the skills of each member of the network are 
 

• Many countries had alternate exist strategies available to them: 
 

o Tokyo Stock Exchange Mother – can list if you have $20m in revenue 
and are profitable 

o In China it can be through share sales to wealthy families 
o Many informal secondary markets had sprung up, strongly 

resonated that founders should not be able to sell on the secondary 
market 
 

• There was some discussion on cross border exit strategies, mainly selling 
into US companies.  The reason for US acquirers seemed to revolve around 
the fact that US companies will actually buy, whereas foreign companies 
often did not have the same mindset.  

 

 

 

Panel III: ABAF Collaboration 

 

• Equity crowd funding: threat to angel investing or not?  
 
Only Mark Hon from Singapore saw it as a potential threat because Angels 
were not changing their ways – and he believed that they should.  They 
needed to demonstrate the power of the Angel network, rather than just 
being about the cash.  The rest of the reps have identified it either as an 
opportunity or not yet legal in their respective countries (HKG). In Korea it 
has been legalized only a year ago – public unsure on how to use it. 
 

• Cross syndication:  
 
Events like ABAF facilitate the right networks for people to attempt to work 
together on deals, either as co-investors or as networkers and facilitators 
of market access/connections.  
 



• Problems exist in investing in other deals. 
 
For example, in Korea you cannot invest outside of Korea without the deal 
being signed off by the Bank of Korea (Government regulations make the 
investment hard). India has the same problem. 
 

 
Other Points & 2017 ABAF: Colombo, Sri Lanka.  

 

• Korean companies were displaying their products but were not 
introduced. I understand that Sri Lanka will integrate this more akin to a 
pitch on the peak. 

 

• Aim to channel general networking into more specific discussions on 
industries - companies - collaboration opportunities. 

 

• They intend to provide entertainment / tour advice and recommend at 
least a week within the Country. 

 

  



ABAF Conference 9th September 2016, Seoul  

Visit to TIPS Town Accelerator Gangnam 

 

 
 

• Massive Government investment in Korea for start-ups. Historically Govt / 
Academics assessed opportunities. Move to drive by Private Sector.   
 

• Built in most expensive part of town – intentionally to show that start-ups 
are an amazing prospect (and not some back alley shoddy job) 
 

 
• Facilities were out of this world, 3D printers, CNC machines etc everywhere 



 

• Government sponsorship for companies enormous, each qualifying 
investment group (which is an investment company) can nominate one 
portfolio company into TIPS Town a month.  This means that they get: 

 
o Investment company puts in $100k in equity 
o Government puts in $200k in equity 
o Government puts in $500k R&D grant – if company reaches 

threshold then pays back just 10% of the grant 
o Marketing grant of up to $150k as well 

 
60% minimum held by entrepreneurs post investment. 
Success to date: $167m new funds. 773 new jobs created. 
Qualification criteria for entrepreneurs includes technology (what does 
not have tech these days?), less than 7 years old 
  

• Corporate Operators selected twice a year based on experience, specialism, 
track record, private funds raised. Annually 5-9 operators. Can be in 
international partnerships / shareholdings. Link to customer markets 
helpful. Start Up exchange program MoUs. 7 countries and growing. 
 

• Trying to make non-Governmental in feel and style to attract true 
entrepreneurs. Large sponsorship to overcome the fear of failure for the 
entrepreneurs 
 
Culture Change “Move Fast and Break Things. Done is Better than Perfect” 
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